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i love this new feature. in times past your most expensive workstation purchase was the software.
now your license key is just as expensive. and you can get the exact same functionality on your

mobile devices. sweet! but licensing is only half the problem. youve just bought a new trio of
workstations, $200, $300, and $400. what now? you still need to license them on top of the cost of
the software. thats over $400 a workstation which is the same cost as that software. so you decide

to ignore licensing to save money, but then one of your users goes on vacation and youre left
without any backups. a small $200 software license change would have prevented this. i really like

this new feature. its certainly one of the largest changes in triguard since ive been with the
company. if youre using this feature, i strongly suggest you use the new process to resolve the
licensing limits. here are the exact steps youll need to take if youre a problem user. i strongly

suggest you read the licensing documentation in the user license guide. i have highlighted the key
items in the new policy specifically for you. clearly you must have the correct triguard software

license and license key before you will be allowed to log into the system. additionally, you must have
the oracle application server 5+ and a triguard policies 3+ installed. once you have these two

components, your request to the system to enable user logins will be accepted. during this process
youll be prompted for one of the three (3) new keys provided. if you choose a wrong key, you will be
dropped to a locked out shell, but the right one will allow you to log into the new system. you can not
go back and select a previous key. the thing is now out of my hands and you have to fix the problem
the hard way and choose a new key. youll be added to the user list and once added, you cannot be
removed. the same goes for any anonymous users. if youre not on the list, then the new restricted

session feature will reject your login attempt.
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